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Abstract
Scenario-based specications describe how independent components interact to
provide system level behaviour. The specied system decomposition and system
behaviour can give rise to implied scenarios, which are the result of specifying the
global behaviour of a system that will be implemented component-wise. The exis-
tence of implied scenarios is an indication that further validation with stakeholders
must be done. An implied scenario can be accepted or rejected by stakeholders
indicating that the implied scenario is acceptable system behaviour or a situation
that should be avoided. In consequence, implied scenarios can be used to iteratively
drive requirement elicitation. However, in order to do so, we must be capable of
detecting implied scenarios in the presence of rejected implied scenarios, in other
words in the presence of behaviour constraints. The contribution of this paper is a
technique for detecting implied scenarios in message sequence chart (MSC) speci-
cations that can be used in conjunction with behaviour constraints. The technique
is based on building a Coordinator component that forces system components to
follow the same sequence of basic MSCs as they go through a high-level MSC.
The result is a model that behaves as specied in the MSC but does not comply
with the MSC architecture. The resulting model is not a proposed implementation,
rather a precise model of specied behaviour that can be used in combination with
constrained implementation models to detect further implied scenarios.
1 Introduction
Scenario-based specications such as Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) [8] are
becoming increasingly popular as tools for requirement elicitation and spec-
ication. Scenarios describe how system components, the environment and
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users interact in order to provide system level functionality. Scenarios promote
stakeholder involvement and help building common ground with developers.
MSCs describe two distinct aspects of a system. They depict a set of
acceptable system behaviours and show how responsibilities are shared out
among system components. Thus, a mismatch between specied behaviour
and architecture may give rise to implied scenarios [1, 15]. Implied scenarios
are the result of specifying the global behaviour of a system that will be imple-
mented component-wise. The existence of implied scenarios is an indication
of unexpected system behaviour. An implied scenario may simply mean that
an acceptable scenario has been overlooked and that the scenario specication
needs to be completed. Alternatively, the implied scenario may represent an
unacceptable behaviour and therefore require careful documentation of the un-
desired situation so it can be avoided in the nal implementation. Ultimately,
the decision of accepting or rejecting an implied scenario depends exclusively
on the problem domain. Thus, implied scenarios should be detected and vali-
dated with stakeholders.
The process of detection and validation of implied scenarios can be used
to iteratively drive the completion of scenario-based specications. However,
in order to do so, we must be capable of detecting implied scenarios in the
presence of rejected implied scenarios, in other words in the presence of be-
haviour constraints or negative scenarios. In previous work [15], we developed
a method for detecting implied scenarios in MSC specications. However,
this method cannot cope with behaviour constraints. Thus, once an implied
scenario is detected and rejected it is not possible to search for more implied
scenarios and be guaranteed that the search will be complete (that implied
scenarios will be found if they exist).
The contribution of this paper is a technique for detecting implied sce-
narios in MSC specications that also supports behaviour constraints. The
method is based on building a model that behaves exactly as specied by the
MSC but ignores architectural constraints. We build component behaviour
models that extend those described in the MSC specication in that they
request permission to a Coordinator component before moving from a one
basic MSC (bMSC) to another. In addition, we build a Coordinator that
enables and disables component entry requests to bMSCs guaranteeing that
components do not follow dierent sequences of bMSCs. The resulting model
(restricted to the alphabet of the MSC specication) has the same behaviour
as the specication if and only if the MSC specication denes a regular lan-
guage. Note that in modelling a Coordinator our intention is not to propose
an implementation that can avoid implied scenarios, rather to build a precise
model of the specied behaviour which implementations and design decisions
in general can be validated against.
In Section 2, we introduce MSC specications, implementation models and
implied scenarios. Section 3 describes modelling of the MSC behaviour. Sec-
tion 4, regards heuristics for reducing the state space of our model and Section
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Fig. 1. Message sequence chart specication
5 refers to the tool we have built. In Section 6 we return to our motivation and
provide an example of implied scenario detection in the presence of behaviour
constraints. Finally, we discuss related work and conclusions.
2 Background
In this section, we succinctly describe message sequence charts (MSCs), im-
plementation models and implied scenarios. For a more detailed explanation,
refer to [15]. We also introduce a simple example that is used to illustrate
our approach. The example is a Boiler Control System (BC System), shown
in Figure 1, that has several scenarios showing how a Control unit operates
Sensor and Actuator components to control the pressure of a steam boiler.
A Database is used as a repository to buer pressure information while the
Control unit performs calculations and sends commands to the Actuator.
2.1 Message Sequence Charts
The message sequence charts we use are a subset of the MSC ITU language
[8]. A basic MSC (bMSC) describes a nite interaction between a set of
components (see top of Figure 1). Each vertical line, called instance, represents
a component. We shall use terms component and instance interchangeably.
Each horizontal arrow represents a synchronous message, its source on one
instance corresponds to a message output and its target on a dierent instance
corresponds to a message input.
Denition 2.1 (Basic Message Sequence Charts) A basic message se-
quence chart (bMSC) is a structure (E;L; I; ; <; tgt) where

E is a set of events partitioned into a set S of send events and a set R of
receive events,

L is a nite set of labels,

I is a nite set of instances,
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
 : E ! (L I) is a mapping of events to their labels and instances,

< is a set of total orders <
i
on fe j (e) = (l; i) ^ l 2 Lg, and

tgt : S ! R maps send events to receive events.
In addition we dene  as the transitive closure of (
S
i2I
<
i
[ tgt [ tgt
 1
)
and require that if s  r and r  s then tgt(s) = r and note lbl(e) = l and
inst(e) = i if (e) = (l; i).
For simplicity we shall require message labels to denote message types.
In other words a message uniquely characterizes a sending and a receiving
component. In addition, as messages are considered to be synchronous we
require arrows to be drawn horizontally and do not allow components to send
messages to themselves.
The behaviour of a bMSC is a set of sequences of message labels. For
example, the behaviour of the bMSC Analysis of Figure 1 comprises only one
sequence of labels: query, data, command.
Denition 2.2 (Linearisations) Let b = (E;L; I; ; <; tgt) be a bMSC. A
word l
1
; : : : ; l
jSj
over the alphabet L is a linearization of b i there is a word
s
1
; : : : ; s
jSj
over the alphabet S such that lbl(s
i
) = l
i
for 1 < i < jSj, and if
s
i
 s
j
then i  j.
Denition 2.3 (bMSC Languages) Let b = (E;L; I; ; <; tgt) be a bMSC.
The language of b is L(b) = fw j w is a linearization of bg.
A high-level MSC (hMSC) is a directed graph where nodes represent bM-
SCs and edges indicate their possible continuations (see bottom of Figure 1).
hMSCs also have an initial node represented with a triangle.
Denition 2.4 (High-levelMessage Sequence Charts)A high-level mes-
sage sequence chart (hMSC) is a graph of the form (N;A; s
o
) where N is a set
of nodes, A  (N N) is a set of arrows, and s
0
2 N is the initial node. A se-
quence of nodes w = n
0
; n
1
; : : : is a path if n
i
2 N , n
0
= s
0
and (n
i
; n
i+1
) 2 A.
A path is maximal if it is not a proper prex of any other path.
A MSC specication consists of a set of bMSCs, an hMSC and a bijective
function that maps every node in the hMSC to a bMSC. For simplicity we
assume that all bMSCs have the same set of instances and that message labels
are used consistently throughout them.
Denition 2.5 (Message Sequence Chart Specications) A message
sequence chart (MSC) specication is a structure (B;H; f) where B is a set
of bMSCs, H = (N;A; s
0
) is a hMSC, and f : N ! B is a bijective map from
hMSC nodes to bMSCs. The alphabet of an instance, (i), is the set of labels
of messages that it can receive or send.
The behaviour of a MSC specication is also given by a set of sequences
of message labels. The hMSC together with the mapping of nodes to bMSCs
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show how the system can evolve from one scenario to another. Components
do not wait until all events of a bMSC have occurred before moving on to the
next bMSC, i.e. there is no implicit synchronisation scheme that components
use in order to know when a scenario is completed. Components move into
subsequent scenarios in an unsynchronised fashion. This corresponds to the
standard interpretation of hMSCs (e.g. [4, 6, 8]). Consequently, sequential
composition of two bMSCs A and B (noted A B) can be dened as the bMSC
resulting from appending B to the bottom of A. For example the bMSCs
Analysis  Register determines two possible sequences of events query, data,
pressure, command and query, data, command, pressure.
The sequences of event labels determined by a MSC specication are those
belonging to the language of any maximal sequential composition of bMSCs
allowed by the hMSC.
Denition 2.6 (Maximal bMSCs) Let Spec = (B;H; f) be a MSC spec-
ication, b is a maximal bMSC in Spec if there is a maximal path n
1
; n
2
; : : :
in H such that b = f(n
1
)  f(n
2
)  : : :
Denition 2.7 (MSC Specication Languages) Let Spec = (B;H; f)
be a MSC specication with a set of instances I. The language of Spec is
L(Spec) = fw 2 L(b) j b is a maximal bMSC of Specg.
2.2 Implementations and Implied Scenarios
AMSC specication not only determines a set of acceptable system executions,
but also states what components participate in these executions and what
responsibilities they have. Thus, building a set of components that can send
and receive messages as in the MSC specication is a relevant issue. We
model components as labelled transitions systems (LTS) where labels represent
messages that the components can input and output. We consider the system
as the parallel composition of all components. In other words, the system is
the result of composing components such that they execute asynchronously
but synchronize on all shared message labels. For a detailed explanation of
LTS and parallel composition, refer to [10].
Denition 2.8 (Labelled Transition Systems) A nite labelled transition
systems (LTS) P is a structure (S; L;; q) where S is a set states, L = (P )[
fg is a set of labels with (P ) the alphabet of P and  an internal action
unobservable by the LTS environment,   (SLS) is a transition relation,
and q 2 S the initial state.
Denition 2.9 (Traces) Let P = (S; L;; q) be a LTS. A word w over
the alphabet (P ) is a trace of P i there is a word q
1
; q
2
; : : : over the al-
phabet S and a word w
0
= l
1
; l
2
; : : : over the alphabet L such that w =
w
0
j
(P )
; (q
i
; l
i
; q
i+1
) 2 , and q
1
= q. A trace is maximal if it is not a proper
prex of any other trace and L(P ) = fw j w is a maximal trace of Pg.
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The weakest condition that one can require from an implementation model
of a MSC specication is that it must comprise a component for each instance,
that each component must have the interface determined by the specication
(i.e. inputs and outputs according to the send and receive events of its in-
stances) and that the composed system must be able to execute all the se-
quences specied in the MSC.
Denition 2.10 (Implementations) Let Spec = (B;H; f) be a MSC speci-
cation with instances I, and P a LTS resulting from the parallel composition
of LTSs P
i
with i 2 I. We dene P to be an implementation of Spec if
(P
i
) = (i), and L(Spec)  L(P ).
However, this is a rather weak notion of implementation. In many cases one
wishes to obtain an implementation that has exactly the same behaviour as the
specication. Unfortunately, such implementation does not always exist [15].
For example, Figure 2 is the trace prex that appears in all implementation
models of the MSC of Figure 1. Nevertheless, there is no specied behaviour
of Figure 1 that could start with such prex. Figure 2 shows how the Control
component is accessing the Database and receiving information from a previous
activation of the Sensor. This is not a specied behaviour because the MSC
specication states that after initialising Sensor there must be some data
registered into the Database before any queries can be done. The problem is
that the Control component cannot see when the Sensor has registered data in
the Database, thus if it is to query the Database after data has been registered
at least once, it must rely on the Database to enable and disable queries when
appropriate. However, as the Database cannot tell when the Sensor has been
turned on or o; it cannot distinguish a rst registration of data from others.
Thus, it cannot enable and disable queries appropriately.
Succinctly, components do not have enough local information to prevent
the system execution shown in Figure 2. Note that each component is be-
having correctly according to some valid, but dierent, sequence of bMSCs.
The Sensor, Control and Actuator are going through scenarios Initialise, Reg-
ister, Terminate, Initialise, Analysis, and Register. However, the Database is
performing Initialise, Register, Analysis, and Register. We will use the term
implied scenario (taken from [1]) to refer to system executions such as the one
shown in Figure 2.
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Denition 2.11 (Implied Scenarios) Let Spec be a MSC specication with
an alphabet L. An implied scenarios is a word w =2 L(Spec) such that w 2
L(P ) for every implementation P of Spec.
Denition 2.12 (Safe Implementations) Let Spec be a MSC specica-
tion, and P an implementation. P is a safe implementation of Spec if L(Spec) =
L(P ). We shall say that a Spec is safely implementable if there is a safe im-
plementation of Spec.
Implied scenarios are the result of a mismatch between system decomposi-
tion and system behaviour. Implied scenarios are not an artefact of a partic-
ular MSC semantics; they are the result of specifying the global behaviours of
a system that will be implemented component-wise. Implied scenarios arise
because components have a local view of what is happening in the system. If
this view has insuÆcient information, a component may behave incorrectly in
terms of the expected behaviour at a system level.
A case that is worth pointing out is that of MSC specications that dene a
behaviour that corresponds to a non-regular language [17]. An example of such
case is shown in Figure 3. Non-regular MSCs are not safely implementable
and can be detected easily by searching the hMSC for loops in which there
are two sets of components that can perform the loop independently from one
another, yet each set has some visible behaviour within the loop. In Figure
3, these sets are fC1; C2g and fC3; C4g. As building a nite state behaviour
model of non-regular languages is not possible, the method presented in this
paper is limited to regular MSC specications.
Denition 2.13 (Regular MSC Specications)AMSC specication Spec
is said to be regular if L(Spec) is a regular language. Otherwise, Spec is said
to be non-regular.
3 Modelling the behaviour of a MSC
The BC System presented in Figure 1 has at least one implied scenairo shown
in Figure 2. This implied behaviour has been detected by building a minimal
implementation model for the MSC specication and then checking, using a
specically tailored safety property [15], if it exhibits implied scenarios. Let
us assume that after going back to stakeholders with the implied scenario of
Figure 2, we learn that it is non-acceptable system behaviour. We could now
require stakeholders to modify there MSC specication in order to avoid the
implied scenario. However, as implied scenarios are the result of mismatches
between behaviour and arquitecture, to avoid them requires modifying the
arquitecture. In other words, we would be asking stakeholders to make ad-
equate design decisions that prevent the implied scnenario from happening.
These decisions could involve including additional syncrhonisation messages,
additional components, wrappers, etc. Stakeholders may not have the tech-
nical skills to do this, or even may not want to commit to a decision in such
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Fig. 5. Control LTS with coordination actions
an early-requirement phase. We want to enable stakeholders to simply docu-
ment that the implied scenario is undesired behaviour and to go on checking
if the MSC specication has more implied scenarios. Consequently, we can
constrain the implementation model from behaving as in the rejected implied
scenario and check again if the safety property is violated. Unfortunately, the
method developed in [15] cannot guarantee that if further implied scenarios
exist, they will be found. This is because the safety property is tightly cou-
pled with the implementation model and does not work in the presence of
behaviour constraints.
If we had an exact behaviour model of the specied MSC behaviour, then
the constrained implementation model could be compared with respect to
trace inclusion against it to detect implied scenarios. Such model would have
to ignore the architecture requirements imposed in the scenario description
(otherwise we fall into the implied scenario problem again) and would only be
possible if the MSC behaviour corresponds to a regular language. In the rest
of the section, we explain how a labelled transition system (LTS) model of the
MSC behaviour can be built.
Our tactic is to build a set of component LTS models that extend (in terms
of architectural capabilities) those described in the MSC specication in that
they must request permission to a Coordinator component before moving from
a one bMSC to another. In addition, we build a Coordinator that enables and
disables component entry requests to bMSCs guaranteeing that components
do not follow dierent sequences of bMSCs.
In [15] we present a synthesis algorithm that builds component LTS models
from MSC specications. Each component LTS model is the minimal deter-
ministic LTS that includes all projections of the MSC language on its alphabet.
The composition of all component LTS models is proved to be a minimal im-
plementation model of the MSC specication. The component LTS model for
the Control component of the BC System is shown in Figure 4.
The component LTS models we now build are a variation of those built
in [15]. Components are extended with coordination actions labelled with a
component name and a bMSC name. They model the request of the compo-
nent to enter a bMSC. In Figure 5 we show the LTS of the Control component
using coordination actions.
It is simple to prove that the behaviour of the parallel composition of com-
ponents synthesised with coordination actions is trace equivalent to that of a
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minimal implementation if restricted to the MSC alphabet. This is because
the coordination actions of components are disjoint, thus they impose no addi-
tional synchronisation on the composition. Note that they will once we build
and add a Coordinator component. As a direct consequence, we know that
any behaviour exhibited by our synthesised components restricted to the MSC
language that is not a specied behaviour is an implied scenario.
Proposition 3.1 Let Spec be a MSC specication. If C
i
is the synthesised
LTS of instance i of Spec and S is the set of all coordination actions then
L(Spec)  L((C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
)nS), and if w 2 L((C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
)nS) and w =2
L(Spec) then w is an implied scenario.
Additionally, using results from Alur et. al. in [3], we can show that for all
implied scenarios, the projection into a component's alphabet is a projection
of a maximal bMSC into the same alphabet. In other words, that the be-
haviour of each component is correct with respect to its local view of what is
occurring in the system. Consequently, implied scenarios result from dierent
components taking dierent yet valid paths in the hMSC.
Proposition 3.2 If w is an implied scenario of Spec then for all instance i
there is a maximal bMSC b such that wj
i
2 L(b)j
(i)
.
Thus, it follows that if we constrain (C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
) with a Coordinator com-
ponent C that synchronises on component coordination actions and forces
components to follow the same maximal bMSC, the resulting system restricted
to the MSC language ((C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
jjC)nS) will not exhibit any implied scenar-
ios. Furthermore, we will have obtained the exact MSC behaviour. Summaris-
ing, we need a Coordinator component that keeps track of the path (maximal
bMSC) being taken by the leading component and forces all other components
lagging behind to follow the same path. We now dene such Coordinator.
The Coordinator state space consists of states that model a path in the
hMSC and the position of each component in that path. However, there is
no need to keep track of the whole path followed by components (which is
fortunate as the path is potentially innite). It suÆces to record the bMSCs
the leading component has gone through and which the components further
behind must follow. For example the state (2; 2; 2; 1; Initialise:Register) cor-
responds to the BC System state where components Sensor, Database and
Control are in bMSC Register while Actuator is in bMSC Initialise and has
not requested the Coordinator for permission to move into Register.
Denition 3.3 (Coordinator) Let Spec = (B;H; f) be a MSC specica-
tion, C the set of components of Spec and C
1
; : : : ; C
n
the synthesised LTSs
from Spec. The LTS (S; L;; q) is a Coordinator for Spec if

L = fc:b j c 2 C, b 2 Bg,

S  f(p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d) j 0 < p
i
 jdj, disasequencewithelementsinBg,

q = (1; 1; 1; 1; b
0
) where b
0
is the initial bMSC according to H,
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
((p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d), c:b, (p
0
1
; : : : ; p
0
n
; d
0
)) 2  where d = d
1
; : : : d
m
i
T1. if p
c
= m then (d
m
; b) 2 H, d
0
= db, p
0
c
= p
c+1
, and 8i:i 6= c) p
0
i
= p
i
.
T2. if p
c
< m and 9i:p
i
 p
c
, then d
0
= d, b = d
c+1
, p
0
c
= p
c+1
, and
8i:i 6= c) p
0
i
= p
i
.
T3. if p
c
= 0 and 8i:i 6= c ) p
i
> p
c
, then d
0
= d
2
; : : : d
m
, b = d
2
, p
0
c
= 1,
and 8i:i 6= c) p
0
i
= p
i 1
.
Rules T1, T2 and T3 guarantee that access to bMSCs by components is
granted correctly. Rule T1 states that the leading component (c) can move
from its current bMSC (d
m
) to any valid bMSC (b) according to the hMSC
and that the sequence of bMSC to be followed by the rest of the components
is extended with b. For example, from state (2; 2; 2; 1; Initialise:Register),
according to rule T1 there is a transition labelled Control:Analysis that leads
to state (2; 2; 3; 1; Initialise:Register:Analysis). This transition represents
the Control component that having completed its part of bMSC Register,
requests (and is granted) permission to move to bMSC Analysis.
Rules T2 and T3 states that any component that is not leading (p
c
< m
or p
c
= 0) can move only to the bMSC that is dictated by sequence d. How-
ever, according to rule 3, if a component is last (p
c
= 0) and all other
components are ahead of it, the rst element of the sequence of bMSCs
can be discarded (As all components have completed the bMSC, there is
no need to record of it). Rule T2 determines that there is a transition
from (2; 2; 3; 1; Initialise:Register:Analysis) labelled Database:Analysis to
(2; 3; 3; 1;Initialise.Register.Analysis) This corresponds to the Database com-
ponent following the Control component into bMSC Analysis. Rule T3 deter-
mines that the component Actuator can move into bMSC Register leading from
state (2; 3; 3; 1; Initialise:Register:Analysis) to (1; 2; 2; 1; Register:Analysis).
From the denition of the Coordinator component and Proposition 2, it
follows that the synthesised components constrained by the Coordinator com-
ponent form a system which if restricted to the MSC alphabet is trace equiv-
alent to the behaviour specied by the MSC.
Theorem 3.4 Let Spec be a MSC specication, C
1
; : : : ; C
n
the synthesised
components of Spec and S is the set of all coordination actions. If C is a Co-
ordinator of Spec then L((C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
jjC)nS) is trace equivalent to L(Spec).
The problem with the Coordinator denition presented above is that as its
reachable state space is innite we cannot construct a nite LTS model of it.
The reason we have an innite set of reachable Coordinator states is due to the
fact that the sequence of bMSCs in a Coordinator state can be innite. This
occurs because a component can increase the distance between itself and the
last component innitely. For example from state (1; 1; 1; 1; Register) where
all components are in bMSC Register, the component Actuator could loop
through Register innitely while the rest of the components stay where they
are. Alternatively, components Sensor and Database could loop (together)
innitely through Register leaving Actuator behind.
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There is, however, a way to get round this. Let us assume that the
behaviour specied by the MSC specication corresponds to a regular lan-
guage. In order for a component to increase innitely the distance between
itself and another component, it must be able to loop in the hMSC through
bMSCs in which some other component does not participate
5
(i.e. does
not appear interacting with other components). For example (n + 1; n +
1; 1; 1; Initialise:Register
1
: : : Register
n
) is a valid state for any value of n.
Database and Sensor components can loop innitely through bMSC Register,
augmenting the distance with component Control.
However, as Control does not participate in Register the fact that the
bMSC has been completed several times is irrelevant. Control could avoid
going through the bMSC altogether. Alternatively, as loops are unbounded,
the fact that components such as Database and Sensor have completed the
loop many times is also irrelevant with respect to its future behaviour.
Consequently, we can introduce an equivalence relation among Coordinator
states: a state is equivalent to another if one is the result of eliminating loops
from the other such that the no components are half way through the loops
being eliminated.
Denition 3.5 (Ordering and Equivalence of Coordinator States) Let
s = (p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d
1
d
2
: : : d
m
) and s
0
= (p
0
1
; : : : ; p
0
n
; d
0
) be Coodinator states. We
dene  (S  S) as the simetric closure of  (S  S), where  is the
transitive closure of R  (S  S) where (s; s
0
) 2 R if and only if 9a; b such
that:
 0  a  b  m  d
a
= d
b
 d
0
= d
1
d
2
: : : d
a 1
d
b
: : : d
m
 8i:p
i
 b _ p
i
< a
 8i:p
i
 b) p
0
i
= p
i
  (b  a)  8i:p
i
< a) p
0
i
= p
i
According to the denition above, (n; n; 1; 1; Initialise.Register
1
: : : : Reg-
ister
n
0
)  (n; n; 1; 1; Initialise.Register
1
: : : : Register
n
) for all n
0
 n. In addi-
tion, for the construction of the nite Coordinator in the BC System we use
the minimal equivalent state of (n; n; 1; 1;Initialise.Register
1
: : :Register
n 1
)
which is (2; 2; 1; 1; Initialise:Register).
Having dened an equivalence relation among Coordinator states, we can
now introduce a nite state Coordinator component by performing a quotient
on the state space of our previous Coordinator component denition.
Denition 3.6 (Finite Coordinator) Let the LTS (S; L;; q) be a Coor-
dinator component for a MSC specication Spec. A nite Coordinator com-
ponent for C is the LTS (S

; L;

; q) where

S

= fsjs 2 S and 8s
0
:s
0
2 S ^ s  s
0
) s  s
0
g

(s
1
; c:b; s
2
) 2 

i (s
0
1
; c:b; s
0
2
) 2  where s
1
 s
0
1
and s
2
 s
0
2
5
Note that this only holds under the assumption that the MSC denes a regular language
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Furthermore, from the denition of (non-nite) Coordinator and under
the assumption that the MSC specication is regular, it is possible to prove
that that the equivalence relation dened previously is a subset of the obser-
vational equivalence relation among Coordinator states. Thus, a quotient of
the Coordinator state space is a reduction that preserves observational equiv-
alence, meaning that the nite Coordinator is observationally equivalent to
its corresponding non-nite one.
Proposition 3.7 Let Spec be a regular MSC specication, C a (non-nite)
Coordinator of Spec, and s and s
0
be Coordinator states. If s  s
0
then s and
s
0
are observationaly equivalent.
As a result, we can now construct a nite Coordinator that when composed
in parallel with the synthesised component models, results in a model that
behaves as specied in the MSC specication.
Corollary 3.8 Let Spec be a regular MSC specication, C a nite Coordina-
tor of Spec, S the set of coordination actions and C
1
; : : : ; C
n
the synthesised
LTSs of Spec. If I is an implementation of Spec then the following are equiv-
alent i) L(I) = L((C
1
jj : : : jjC
n
jjC)nS) ii) I is a safe implementation of Spec
iii) Spec has no implied scenarios.
4 Coordinator State Space Reduction
Although the state space of the Coordinator is nite, it can be extremely large.
The size of the state space is in the order of (CB)
C
where B is the number of
basic MSC and C the number of components. The size of the state space can
be explained as follows: The equivalence relation allows eliminating a loop
from the sequence of bMSCs in a state if there is no component currently in
loop. The worst case is that the bMSCs form one big loop of length B and
components are positioned in such a way that every component is in a dierent
iteration of the loop. As there are C components, the maximum length of the
sequence of bMSCs is in the order of CB. In addition, each component can
be in a dierent position in the sequence of bMSC, thus the resulting state
space is of size (CB)
C
.
The size of the reachable Coordinator state space is large, in part, because
we are constructing the Coordinator taking into account very little information
from bMSCs. Consequently, the Coordinator accepts combinations of requests
to enter bMSCs that will never occur. This is because the interactions between
components in order to complete bMSCs and move on will prevent certain
sequences of coordination actions. Consequently, it is possible to trim the size
of the Coordinator considerably introducing some simple rules that take into
account the dependencies between components in bMSCs.
In the remainder of the section we discuss some of the rules that can be
used to reduce the size of the reachable state space of the Coordinator. The
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rules have not been designed to obtain a minimal Coordinator nor to be non-
overlapping. They are simply a set of rules that we have found eective for
reducing to a tractable size the state space of the Coordinator. In the next
section we assess the eectiveness of the rules introduced below.
A rst approach to reducing the Coordinator state space is to look at the
components with which a given component must interact in order to complete
a bMSC and move on. A component can be allowed to move to the next bMSC
if all the components that it needs to interact with (directly or indirectly) in
order to complete a bMSC are not lagging behind.
Denition 4.1 (Component Dependencies) Let (E;L; I; ; <; tgt) be a
bMSC and c 2 I. The dependencies of c is the setDep(c) = c
0
2 Ij9e; e
0
; l; l:e 
e
0
^ e
0
> e ^ (e) = (c; l) ^ (e
0
) = (c
0
; l
0
)g.
Denition 4.2 (Reduction Rule 1 - RR1) Let (S; L;; q) be a nite Co-
ordinator component for a MSC specication Spec. We dene a reduced
transition relation 
0
  such that ((p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d); c:b; (p
0
1
; : : : ; p
0
n
; d
0
)) 2 
and 8i:i 6= c ^ i 2 Dep(c)) p
i
 p
c
.
For example if we have the following state (2; 1; 2; 2; Register:Analysis),
although rules T1-T3 allow a transition labelled Actuator:Register, this can
never occur. When the synthesised components are put together, the Actu-
ator component will never complete bMSC Analysis if component Database
has not completed Register. This is because Actuator must interact with
Control in bMSC Analysis, which in turn must interact with component
Database. Thus we can restrict the transition labelled Actuator:Register in
state (2; 1; 2; 2; Register:Analysis).
Another way of reducing the size of the Coordinator state space is to disal-
low components overtaking each other on a loop. In other words to prevent a
component from moving out of a bMSC for the second time if some component
is still going through the bMSC for the rst time. This restriction is sound for
the following reason: Suppose we are in a situation in which a component has
managed to complete a loop in the hMSC and has encountered a component
that is lagging behind one complete loop. The delayed component cannot
possibly participate in the loop, or else the rst component would not have
been able to complete it. Thus the component that is lagging behind does not
participate in its current bMSC either and it can be forced to keep up with
the rest of the components.
Denition 4.3 (Reduction Rule 2 - RR2) Let (S; L;; q) be a nite Co-
ordinator component for a MSC specication Spec. We dene a reduced
transition relation 
0
  such that ((p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d); c:b; (p
0
1
; : : : ; p
0
n
; d
0
) 2 
where d = d
1
d
2
: : : d
m
and 8i:p
i
< p
c
) d
p
i
6= d
p
c
For example the transition labelled Sensor:Analysis from (3; 3; 2; 1; Init-
ialise.Register.Register) to (4; 3; 2; 1; Initialise:Register:Register:Analysis) is
restricted according to RR2: We force component Control that is its rst Reg-
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A: (2, 1, 1, 1, Analysis.Register)
B: (2, 2, 1, 1, Analysis.Register) C: (2, 1, 2, 1, Analysis.Register)
D: (2, 2, 2, 1, Analysis.Register)
Control
Database
Database
Control
Fig. 6. Partial view of Coordinator state space
ister bMSC to nish before components that are going through Register for the
second time may go on. Thus, (3; 3; 2; 1; Initialise:Register:Register) leads to
(3; 3; 3; 1; Initialise:Register:Register) which is equivalent to (2; 2; 2; 1; Init-
ialise:Register). The reduction rule 2 essentially forces all components that
do not participate in a loop to keep up with components that do.
An entirely dierent approach to reducing the size of the reachable state
space is based on giving priorities to components that wish to move on to their
next bMSC. The dierence with the criteria presented above is that now we
constrain sequences of requests that in principle may be occur when combining
the synthesised components. However, we shall introduce constraints that do
not aect the behaviour of the overall system.
Consider the states described in Figure 6 (we have omitted some transitions
and transition labels for simplicity). From node A there are two transitions,
one in which the Database moves to bMSC Register in node B and another in
which the Control component moves into bMSC Register in C. However, from
B and C it is possible to move the other component to bMSC Register in node
D. Once in node D it does not matter whether Database of Register moved
into Register. This is true even if either were the leading component that is
determining the sequence of bMSCs to be followed by the rest.
Consequently, what can be done is a sort of partial order reduction (for e.g.
[9]), where the transition from A to B or from A to C is eliminated. Similarly
to partial order reduction, the choice of the transition to be removed must be
made carefully. Nevertheless, a fundamental dierence is that, in this case,
the choice must be made using information from the bMSCs.
Let us explore the consequences of removing transition (A, B) in our small
example from above. In this case the Database component will then have
to wait until the Control component has moved to bMSC Register before it
itself can move. This implies that the pressure message (see bMSC Register in
Figure 1) cannot occur until the Control has nished bMSC Analysis. In other
words, pressure cannot occur until command (see bMSC Analysis in Figure 1)
has occurred. This imposes an incorrect restriction on the behaviour of the
system: pressure is independent of of command.
On the other hand if transition (A, C) is restricted, then Control will
have to wait for Database before moving to bMSC Register. This does not
restrict any system behaviour as the Control component can never nish bMSC
Analysis before Database does. By the time Control can choose to move to the
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next bMSC, Database will always have been able to choose. Thus, informally,
the criterion for partial order reduction of the state space of the Coordinator
is: \given two components, if one can always nish a bMSC before the other,
then it must have priority to move on to the next bMSC over the other". More
formally, we can dene an order in which components can complete a bMSC
and be allowed to choose to move on to the next bMSC. In other words, we
allow a component to move only if all other components that can complete
the bMSC strictly before it have already moved on.
Denition 4.4 (Component Completion Order) Let b = (E;L; I; ; <
; tgt) be a bMSC and c 6= c
0
2 I. The completion order of b is dened as
follows: (c; c
0
) 2 Completion(b) i c has no events in b
0
or e  e
0
where e and
e
0
are maximal events of c and c
0
with respect to <
c
and <
c
Denition 4.5 (Reduction Rule 3 - RR3) Let (S; L;; q) be a nite Co-
ordinator for a MSC specication Spec. We dene a reduced transition relation

0
  such that ((p
1
; : : : ; p
n
; d); c:b; (p
0
1
; : : : ; p
0
n
; d
0
) 2  where d = d
1
d
2
: : : d
m
and 8i:(i; c) 2 Completion(d
p
c
) ^ (c; i) =2 Completion(d
p
c
)) p
i
6= p
c
Returning to our previous example we have Completion(Analysis) = (Sen-
sor, Database), (Sensor, Control), (Sensor, Actuator), (Database, Control),
(Database,Actuator), (Actuator, Database), (Actuator,Control)g. Thus, in
node A, the transition labelled Control.Register is restricted because i =
Database violates condition RR3.
5 Implementation
The method presented above has been implemented in Java and integrated
into the Labelled Transition System Analyser (LTSA) tool [10] allowing push-
button implied scenario detection. MSC specications are input in textual for-
mat [8] and the output is a FSP specication [10], which can be model-checked
by LTSA. The implementation, together with some examples (including the
one used throughout this paper), is available at [16].
As discussed throughout the paper, an important aspect of the approach is
the size of the Coordinator component that is built. For the BC System which
consists of 4 bMSCs (B = 4) and 4 components (C = 4), the complete state
space is in the order of (CB)
C
= 65536 states. However, the implementation
all reduction rules presented previously results in a state space of 177.
To assess the eectiveness of each individual state space reduction rule,
we have measured the impact of introducing each one on a Coordinator state
space already reduced by any other combination of reduction rules. Table 1
shows our experimental results. The rst row shows the reduction rule being
introduced; the second row shows the rules already being applied; third and
fourth rows show the size of the Coordinator state space in the BC System
before and after introducing the new rule. The bottom presents the reduction
resulting from introducing the new rule. The table shows that the rules 1, 2
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Table 1
Eectiveness of reduction rules
New Rule 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3
Rules in Use {} {2} {3} {2, 3} {} {3} {1} {1, 3} {} {2} {1} {1, 2}
Size Before 30637 13105 676 292 30637 676 2354 378 30637 13105 2354 1030
Size After 2354 1030 378 177 13105 292 1030 177 676 292 378 177
Reduction 92% 92% 44% 39% 57% 57% 56% 53% 98% 98% 84% 83%
on
{pressure, query, off}
{query, on, off}
pressure
 {pressure, query, on}
off on
{pressure, query, off}
{on, off
pressure}
{pressure,
query, on, off}
0 1 2 3 4 5
Fig. 7. Behaviour constraint
On
Sensor Database Actuator
Pressure
Control
Query
Data CommandOff
Fig. 8. Another implied scenario
and 3 are eective in reducing state space even in the presence of the other
rules. This means that although they may overlap in the restrictions they
impose over the Coordinator state space, they still complement each other.
6 An Example - Motivation Revisited
In previous sections, we have presented a method for detecting implied sce-
narios in MSC specications based on building a model that behaves exactly
as specied by the MSC but ignores architectural constraints. The original
motivation of this work is to be able to detect implied scenarios in MSC speci-
cations in the presence of previously rejected implied scenarios. We now give
a simple example of how this can be done.
In Section 2, we discussed an implied scenario of the BC System. Let us
assume that the implied scenario is taken back to stakeholders for validation
and that stakeholders decide that it corresponds to an unacceptable scenario
on the basis that a query is retrieving from the Database information from
a previous Sensor session. We now wish to check for more implied scenarios
knowing that the implied scenario of Figure 2 has been rejected.
If we have build a minimal implementation model using [15], we can check
for more implied scenarios as following. First, we build a constraint that
will prevent the implementation model from performing the rejected implied
scenario. The constraint must keep track of the occurrence of the initial
portion of the implied scenario and disallow its last message. Figure 6 shows
a constraint that could be built to avoid the implied scenario. Note that the
construction of the constraint can be automated. Secondly, the constraint
is composed in parallel with the implementation model synchronising on all
shared message labels. The result is a constrained implementation model that
has lost only behaviours prexed with that of the implied scenario. Thirdly,
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we compare with respect to trace equivalence the constrained implementation
model with the behaviour model described in previous sections.
In our example, if we constrain a minimal implementation model of the BC
System with the LTS shown in Figure 6, and then check for trace equivalence
against the model of the MSC behaviour we obtain the implied scenario of
Figure 7. This reveals that another consequence of the mismatch between
the specied behaviour and architecture in the BC System MSC specication
is that the Control component can terminate the Sensor session immediately
after having queried the Database.
The newly detected implied scenario can be validated with stakeholders
and according to response, a scenario could be added to the MSC or a new
constraint could be developed. By repeating this process, the MSC specica-
tion can be fully checked with respect to existence of implied scenarios while
at the same time further knowledge is being elicited from stakeholders.
7 Related Work
In previous work [15] we developed a method for detecting implied scenarios
in MSC specications. The method is complete only when checking imple-
mentation models created using the associated synthesis procedure. Thus,
an important practical limitation is that once an implied scenario is detected
and rejected it is not possible constrain the implementation model and search
for more implied scenarios. This limitation is overcome using the method
described in this paper.
Our work uses several of the concepts presented by Alur et al. in [1], in
particular the notions of implied scenario and realisability, which we call im-
plementability. In [1] the MSC language consistes only of bMSCs, thus the
issue of constructing an implementation model and nding implied scenarios
is limited to a nite set of nite executions. We extend their work to include
high-level MSCs allowing specication of an innite number of (possibly in-
nite) systems traces. Another dierence is that we adopt handshaking rather
than asynchronous communication, however bounded asynchronous communi-
cation could eventually be modelled using message queues [10]. Additionally,
we draw upon some results of Alur and Yannakakis [3] to fundament the
soundness of our approach.
There has been much work on synthesis of behaviour models from scenario-
based specications. However, many of these approaches do not make a dis-
tinction between specication and implementation. In one sense, these ap-
proaches consider the scenario specication to be more of a design language
that uniquely determines an implementation up to a certain level of abstrac-
tion (e.g. [5-6, 13-14, 18]). In this approach we consider that a scenario-based
specication can have many implementations.
Another line of research is the development of methods and tools for anal-
ysis and verication of scenario-based specications. There are a number of
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eorts in this direction focusing on verication of specic system properties
such as process divergence [4], timing conditions [2], and more general prop-
erties based on recognising patterns of communication [12]. Our work focuses
on a dierent property, existence of implied scenarios, which is complementary
to other eorts in analysis and verication of scenario-based specications. In
[4], a related problem called non-local branching choice is studied. In this case
authors are interested in checking when components can choose dierent sce-
narios in a scenario graph. We are interested in observable behaviour, thus the
notion of implied scenarios is dened in terms of traces of observable events
and not on MSC specications. In terms of detection, non-local branching
choice is characterised syntactically asumming two restrictions on the MSC
specication being analysed. Our check is semantic and does not impose re-
strictions on the form of the MSC specication. Semantic duality [19] is also
related to implied scenarios, here a suÆcient but not necessary condition for
guaranteeing that a MSC specication can be properly decomposed into a set
of independent component behaviours.
The idea of iterative construction of scenario-based specications by pre-
senting stakeholders with new scenarios is also worked upon by Makinen and
Systa [11]. Their work focuses on a component level, presenting stakeholders
with component behaviour that may be the result of over-generalisation. Our
work is on a system level, presenting stakeholders with system behaviour that
is the result of a mismatch between behaviour and architecture
Finally, Harel et al. [7] use a complex scenario language that uses live
sequence charts (LSC) to describe universal and existential scenarios. How-
ever, this approach departs from the idea of using simple graphical scenario
languages for requirements elicitation. We believe that much benet can and
should be gained from the kind of simple scenario languages being used today,
thus prefer the simpler approach to scenarios. Additionally, in [7] a global
automaton is built and then decomposed into components that not necessar-
ily match those appearing in the LSC specication. We believe and work on
the premise that architecture constraints should be considered upfront when
building behaviour models.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
We have developed a method for detecting implied scenarios in regular MSC
specications that supports behaviour constraints. Consequently, the method
can be used in the presence of rejected implied scenarios enabling an iterative
process of completion of scenario-based specications through detection and
validation of implied scenarios.
The method is based on building a model that behaves exactly as specied
in MSC but that ignores architectural issues. We have discussed how such
model can be built, while also arguing the soundness of the approach. We
have developed a tool that implements the method described in this paper
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and have presented some preliminary data on performance.
Rejected implied scenarios require construction of constraints that can be
applied to implementation models in order to continue detecting implied sce-
narios. Ideally, we would like these constraints to be generated automatically
from rejected implied scenarios. This would allow stakeholders to develop
scenario-based specications by virtually pushing the accept or reject button
when a new implied scenario is presented to them.
However, there are many dierent constraints that can be derived from
a rejected implied scenario. For instance, should the entire implied scenario
be constrained or is the unaccepted situation due to a specic subsequence
of actions that appears in the implied scenario? Ultimately, the answer to
these questions depends on the problem domain. Currently, we exploring
how stakeholders should document rejected implied scenarios, what expressive
power must the notation have, and how can constraints be built from them.
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